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Abstract
We study an entropy measure for quantum systems that generalizes the von Neumann
entropy as well as its classical counterpart, theGibbs or Shannon entropy. The entropymea-
sure is based on hypothesis testing and has an elegant formulation as a semidefinite pro-
gram, a type of convex optimization. After establishing a few basic properties, we prove
upper and lower bounds in terms of the smooth entropies, a family of entropy measures
that is used to characterize a wide range of operational quantities. From the formulation
as a semidefinite program, we also prove a result on decomposition of hypothesis tests,
which leads to a chain rule for the entropy.
1 Introduction
Entropy, originally introduced in thermodynamics, is nowadays recognized as a rather uni-
versal concept with a variety of uses, ranging from physics and chemistry to information
theory and the theory of computation. Besides the role it plays for foundational questions, it
is also relevant for applications. For example, entropy is used to study the efficiency of steam
engines, but it also occurs in formulae for the data transmission capacity of optical fibres.
While entropy can be defined in various ways, a very common form employed for the
study of classical systems is the Gibbs entropy or, in the context of information theory, the
Shannon entropy [1]. It is defined for any probability distribution P as
HpP q “ ´
ÿ
x
P pxq log P pxq
(up to an unimportant proportionality factor). This definition has been generalized to the
von Neumann entropy [2], which is defined for density operators,
Hpρq “ ´ trpρ log ρq.
While these entropy measures have a wide range of applications, it has recently become ap-
parent that they are not suitable for correctly characterizing operationally relevant quantities
in general scenarios (as explained below). This has led to the development of extensions [3],
among them the information spectrum approach [4, 5, 6] and smooth entropies [7, 8] (where the
former can be obtained as an asymptotic limit of the latter [9]).
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The aim of this work is to study an alternative measure of entropy that generalizes von
Neumann entropy. The generalized entropy is closely related to smooth entropies, which, in
turn, are connected to a variety of operational quantities.
1.1 Axiomatic and operational approach to entropy
The variety of areas and applications where entropies are used is impressive, and one may
wonder what it is that makes entropy such a versatile concept.
One could attempt to answer the question from an axiomatic viewpoint. Here, the idea
is to consider (small) sets of axioms that characterize the nature of entropy. There is a vast
amount of literature devoted to the specification of such axioms and their study [1, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15, 16]. While the choice of a set of axioms is ultimately a matter of taste, we sketch in
the following some of the most popular axioms. We do this for the case of entropies defined
on quantum systems, i.e., we consider functionsH from the set of density operators (denoted
by ρ) to the real numbers.
• Positivity: Hpρq ě 0.
• Invariance under isometries: HpUρU :q “ Hpρq.
• Continuity: H is a continuous function of ρ.
• Additivity: HpρA b ρBq “ HpρAq `HpρBq.
• Subadditivity: HpρABq ď HpρAq `HpρBq.1
The (special) case of classical entropies is obtained by replacing the density operators by
probability distributions. Note that the second axiom then reduces to the requirement that
the entropy is invariant under permutations.
It is easy to verify that the von Neumann entropy satisfies the above axioms. Further-
more, it can be shown that (up to a constant factor, which may be fixed by an additional
normalization axiom) the von Neumann entropy is essentially the only function satisfying
the above postulates [12]. This result – as well as similar results based on slightly different
sets of axioms – nicely expose the universal nature of entropy. Note, in particular, that the
above axioms do not refer specifically to thermodynamic or information-theoretic properties
of a system.
An alternative to this axiomatic approach is to relate entropy to operational quantities. In
thermodynamics, examples for such operational quantities include measures for heat flow
or the amount of work that is transformed into heat during a given process. In information
theory, operational quantities are, for instance, the minimum size to which the information
generated by a source can be compressed, or the amount of uniform randomness that can be
extracted from a non-uniform source.
Given the very different nature of these operational quantities, it is not obvious that this
approach can lead to a reasonable notion of entropy. One would rather expect an entire
1Here ρAB denotes a density operator on a bipartite system and ρA and ρB are obtained by partial traces over
the second and first subsystem, respectively.
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family of entropy measures – possibly as large as the number of different operational quan-
tities one considers. However, there exist remarkable connections, even relating thermody-
namic and information-theoretic quantities. For example, it follows from Landauer’s princi-
ple [17, 18] that the amount of work that can be extracted from a system is directly related to
the size to which the information contained in it can be compressed [19, 20, 21].
Recent work has shown that a large number of operational quantities can be character-
izedwith one single class of entropymeasures. Smooth entropies (denoted byHǫ
min
andHǫmax),
which were developedmostly within quantum information theory, are an example of such a
class. For instance, Hǫ
min
quantifies the number of uniformly random (classical) bits that can
be deterministically extracted from a weak source of randomness[8, 22] and Hǫmax quantifies
the number of bits needed to encode a given (classical) value[23]. More generally, Hǫ
min
can
be used to characterize decoupling[24], a quantum version of randomness extraction[25], and
state merging[26, 27], which can be seen as the fully quantum analogue of coding[28]. Also, a
combination ofHǫ
min
andHǫmax gives an expression for the classical capacity of a classical[29]
or a quantum[30] channel, as well as its “reverse” capacity[31]. Additional applications can
be found particularly in quantum cryptography (see, e.g., [8, 32, 33]). Smooth entropies also
have operational interpretations within thermodynamics. For example, they can be used in
a single-shot version of Landauer’s principle to quantify the amount of work required by an
operation that moves a given system into a pure state[19, 20, 21].
However, smooth entropies are generally different from the von Neumann entropy ex-
cept in special cases. This implies that many operational quantities, characterized by smooth
entropies, are not in general accurately described by the von Neumann entropy (e.g. the
amount of extractable randomness or the encoding length). In particular, it follows that
some of the axioms considered above must be incompatible with the operational approach.
This can also be seen directly, for example, for the (classical) task of randomness extrac-
tion. Let CpXq be the number of uniform bits that can be obtained by applying a function
to a random variable X distributed according to PX . Then the quantity C automatically has
the properties one would expect from an uncertainty measure: it equals 0 if X is perfectly
known, and it increases as X becomes more uncertain. One may therefore interpret C as an
(operationally defined) entropy measure for classical random variables.
However, while C is indeed positive, invariant under permutations, and additive, it is
not subadditive. To see this, consider a random variable R uniformly distributed over the
set t1, . . . , 2ℓu, for some large ℓ P N. Furthermore, define the random variables X and Y by
X “
#
R if R ď 2ℓ´1
0 otherwise,
Y “
#
R if R ą 2ℓ´1
0 otherwise.
Since PrrX “ 0s “ PrrY “ 0s “ 1
2
, it is not possible to extract more than 1 bit from either of
X or Y separately, i.e., CpXq “ CpY q ď 1. However, since the pair pX,Y q is in one-to-one
relation to R, we have CpXY q “ CpRq “ ℓ. Hence, subadditivity, CpXY q ď CpXq ` CpY q
can be violated by an arbitrarily large amount.2
2However, an inequality of similar form can be recovered — this is known as the entropy splitting lemma [34,
35].
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1.2 Generalized entropy measure
The above considerations show that an operational approach to entropies necessitates the
use of entropy measures that are more general than those obtained by the usual axiomatic
approaches. The aim of this paper is to investigate such a generalization, which is motivated
by previous work [36, 37, 38, 39]. We derive a number of properties of this measure and
relate it back to the better-studied family of smooth entropies.
Our generalized entropy measure is, technically, a family of entropies, denotedHǫH , and
parametrized by a real number ǫ from the interval r0, 1s. HǫH is defined via a relative-entropy
type quantity, i.e., a function that depends on two density operators, ρ and σ, similarly to the
Kullback-Leibler divergence [40, 41]. This quantity, denotedDǫH , has a simple interpretation
in the context of quantum hypothesis testing [42]. Consider a measurement for distinguish-
ing whether a system is in state ρ or σ. DǫHpρ}σq then corresponds to the negative logarithm
of the failure probability when the system is in state σ, under the constraint that the success
probability when the system is in state ρ is at least ǫ (see Section 3.1 below).
Starting from DǫHpρ}σq, it is possible to directly define a conditional entropy, HǫHpA|Bq,
i.e., a measure for the uncertainty of a system A conditioned on a system B (see Section 3.2
below). We note that, while the conditional von Neumann entropy may be defined analo-
gously using the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the standard expression for conditional von
Neumann entropy [43],
HpA|Bq “ HpρABq ´HpρBq , (1)
cannot be generalized directly. However, as shown in Section 5,HǫH satisfies a chain rule, i.e.,
an inequality which resembles (1). In addition, we show that HǫH has many desirable prop-
erties that one would expect an entropy measure to have (see Section 3.3), for instance that
it reduces to the von Neumann entropy in the asymptotic limit (Asymptotic Equipartition
Property).
Apart from deriving the chain rule for the considered entropy measure, the main contri-
bution of this paper is to establish direct relations to the smooth entropy measures Hǫ
min
and
Hǫmax (Section 4). As explained above, it has been shown that these accurately characterize
a number of operational quantities, such as information compression, randomness extrac-
tion, entanglement manipulation, and channel coding. Furthermore, they are also relevant
in the context of thermodynamics, e.g., for quantifying the amount of work that can be ex-
tracted from a given system. The bounds derived in Section 4 imply that HǫH has a similar
operational significance.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation and Definitions
For a finite-dimensional Hilbert spaceH, let LpHq and PpHq be the linear and positive semi-
definite operators onH, respectively. OnLpHqwe employ theHilbert-Schmidt inner product
〈X,Y 〉 :“ TrpX:Y q. Quantum states form the set SpHq “ tρ P PpHq : Trpρq “ 1u, and we
define the set of subnormalized states as SďpHq “ tρ P PpHq : 0 ă Trpρq ď 1u. To describe
multi-partite quantum systems on tensor product spaceswe use capital letters and subscripts
to refer to individual subsystems or marginals. We call a state ρXB classical-quantum (CQ) if
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it is of the form ρXB “
ř
x ppxq |x〉 〈x| b ρxB with ρxB P SpHBq, ppxq a probability distribution
and t|x〉u an orthonormal basis ofHX .
A map E : LpHq Ñ LpH1q for which E b I , for any H2, maps PpH bH2q to PpH1 bH2q
is called a completely positive map (CPM). It is called trace-preserving if TrpErXsq “ TrpXq
for any X P PpHq. A unital map satisfies EpIq “ I, and a map is sub-unital if EpIq ď I. The
adjoint E˚ of E is defined by Tr pE˚pY qXq “ Tr pY EpXqq.
We employ two distance measures on subnormalized states: the purified distance P pρ, σq
[44, 45, 46] and the generalized trace distance Dpρ, σq “ 1
2
}ρ ´ σ}1 ` 12 |Tr ρ ´ Trσ| (where
||ρ||1 “ Trp
a
ρ:ρq). The purified distance is defined in terms of the generalized fidelity
F pρ, σq “ }?ρ?σ}1 `
ap1´ Tr ρqp1 ´ Trσq by P pρ, σq “ a1´ F pρ, σq2. (The fidelity itself
is just the first term in the expression.) The purified and trace distances obey the following
relation [47]: Dpρ, σq ď P pρ, σq ďa2Dpρ, σq.
Finally, the operator inequalities A ď B and A ă B are taken to mean that B ´ A is
positive semi-definite and positive definite respectively, and when comparing a matrix to
a scalar we assume that the scalar is multiplied by the identity matrix. Note also that all
logarithms taken in the calculations are base 2.
2.2 Semi-Definite Programs
Watrous has given an elegant formulation of semidefinite programs especially adapted to the
present context [48]. Herewe follow his notation; see also [49] for amore extensive treatment.
A semidefinite program over X “ Cn and Y P Cm is specified by a triple pΨ, A,Bq, for A
and B Hermitian operators in LpX q and LpYq respectively, and Ψ : LpX q Ñ LpYq a linear,
Hermiticity-preserving operation.
This semidefinite program corresponds to two optimization problems, the so-called “pri-
mal” and “dual” problems:
PRIMAL
minimize
subj. to
〈A,X〉
ΨpXq ě B
X P PpX q
DUAL
maximize
subj. to
〈B,Y 〉
Ψ˚pY q ď A
Y P PpYq
With respect to these problems, one can define the primal and dual feasible sets A and B
respectively:
A “ tX P PpX q : ΨpXq ď Bu, (2)
B “ tY P PpYq : Ψ˚pY q ě Au. (3)
The operators X P A and Y P B are then called primal and dual feasible (solutions) respec-
tively.
To each of the primal and dual problems, the associated optimal values are defined as:3
α “ inf
XPA
〈A,X〉 and β “ sup
Y PB
〈B,Y 〉 .
Solutions to the primal and dual problems are related by the following two duality theorems:
3If A “ H or B “ H, we define α “ 8 or β “ ´8 respectively
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Theorem 2.1. (Weak duality). α ď β for every semidefinite program pΨ, A,Bq.
Theorem 2.2. (Slater-type condition for strong duality). For every semi-definite program pΨ, A,Bq
as defined above, the following two statements hold:
1. Strict primal feasibility: If β is finite and there exists an operator X ą 0 s.t. ΨpXq ą B, then
α “ β and there exists Y P B s.t. 〈B,Y 〉 “ β.
2. Strict dual feasibility: If α is finite and there exists an operator Y ą 0 s.t. Ψ˚pY q ă A, then
α “ β and there exists X P A s.t. 〈A,X〉 “ α.
Given strict feasibility, we obtain complementary slackness conditions linking the optimal
X and Y for the primal and the dual problem:
ΨpXqY “ BY and Ψ˚pY qX “ AX. (4)
Semidefinite programs can be solved efficiently using the ellipsoid method [50]. There
exists an algorithm that, under certain stability conditions and bounds on the primal feasible
and dual feasible sets, finds an approximation for the optimal value of the primal problem.
The running time of the algorithm is bounded by a polynomial in n,m, and the logarithm of
the desired accuracy (see [48] for more details).
3 Relative and Conditional Entropies
Wewill now introduce the new family of entropymeasures, as well as the smooth entropies,
and the set of relative entropies that they are based on.
3.1 Definition of relative entropies
We define the ǫ-relative entropy Dǫpρ||σq of a subnormalized state ρ P SďpHq relative to
σ P PpHq as4
2´D
ǫpρ||σq :“ 1
ǫ
mint〈Q,σ〉 |0 ď Q ď 1^ 〈Q, ρ〉 ě ǫu. (5)
This corresponds to minimizing the probability that a strategy Q to distinguish ρ from σ
produces a wrong guess on input σ while maintaining a minimum success probability ǫ to
correctly identify ρ. In particular, for ǫ “ 1,DǫHpρ||σq is equal to Re´nyi’s entropy[52] of order
0, andD0pρ||σq “ ´ log Trpρ0σq, with ρ0 the projector on the support of ρ [39].
The relative min- and max-entropies Dmin and Dmax for ρ P SďpHq and σ P PpHq are
defined as follows:5
2´Dminpρ||σq “ ››?ρ?σ››2
1
(6)
Dmaxpρ||σq “ mintλ P R : 2λσ ě ρu. (7)
4Note that this differs slightly from both the definitions used by Wang and Renner [38], Tomamichel and
Hayashi [39], and Matthews and Wehner [51]. Similar formulations specific to mutual information and entan-
glement were previously given respectively by Buscemi and Datta [36] and Branda˜o and Datta [37].
5The relative max-entropy was introduced in [53], but our definition of the relative min-entropy differs from
the one used therein.
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We also define the corresponding smoothed quantities:
Dǫminpρ||σq “ max
ρ˜PBǫpρq
Dminpρ˜||σq, (8)
Dǫmaxpρ||σq “ min
ρ˜PBǫpρq
Dmaxpρ˜||σq, (9)
with Bǫpρq “ tρ˜ P SďpHq|P pρ˜, ρq ď ǫu the purified-distance-ball around ρ so that the opti-
mization is over all subnormalized states ρ˜ ǫ-close to ρ with respect to the purified distance.
The latter is given by P pρ, σq “
a
1´ F 2pρ, σq.
3.2 Definition of the conditional entropies
We define the new entropy HǫHpA|Bqρ, in terms of the relative entropy we have already
introduced, as follows:
HǫHpA|Bqρ :“ ´DǫHpρAB ||IA b ρBq (10)
In the smooth entropy framework, two variants of the min- and max- entropies are given
by: [46, 54, 55]
HǫminpA|Bqρ|σ :“ ´DǫmaxpρAB}IA b σBq, (11)
Hǫmax pA|Bqρ|σ :“ ´DǫminpρAB}IA b σBq , (12)
HǫminpA|Bqρ :“ max
ρ˜PBǫpρq
max
σBPSďpHBq
´Dmaxpρ˜AB}IA b σBq, (13)
Hǫmax pA|Bqρ :“ min
ρ˜PBǫpρq
max
σBPSďpHBq
´Dminpρ˜AB}IA b σBq . (14)
The non-smoothed versions HminpA|Bq and HmaxpA|Bq are given by setting ǫ “ 0. In both
cases, the optimal σ is a normalized state, i.e. it is sufficient to restrict the maximization to
σB P SpHBq.
For the special case when ǫ Ñ 0, HǫHpA|Bq converges to HminpA|Bqρ|ρ since for the op-
timal solutions to the semi-definite program as defined below X Ñ 0. In the case where
one is also not conditioning on any B-system (i.e. take B to be a trivial system, or take
ρAB “ ρA b ρB), thenHǫH reduces to the min-entropy:
lim
ǫÑ0
HǫHpAqρ “ HminpAqρ “ ´ log ||ρA||8. (15)
Note also thatHǫH is monotonically increasing in ǫ: to see this, observe that the dual optimal
tµ,Xu for 2HǫH (see below) is also feasible for 2Hǫ1H with ǫ1 ě ǫ.
3.3 Elementary Properties
As we are going to show in this section, the quantities DǫH and H
ǫ
H we introduced satisfy
many desirable properties one would expect from an entropy measure.
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3.3.1 Properties of DǫH
DǫH can be expressed in terms of a semi-definite program, meaning it can be efficiently ap-
proximated. Due to strong duality we obtain two equivalent expressions with optimal so-
lutions linked by complementary slackness conditions [49]. The semi-definite program for
2´DǫH pρ||σq reads:
PRIMAL
minimize
subj. to
1
ǫ
Tr[Qσ]
Qď I
Tr[Qρ]ě ǫ
Q ě 0
DUAL
maximize
subj. to
µ´ TrrXs
ǫ
µρ ď σ`X
X ě 0
µ ě 0
This yields the following complementary slackness conditions for primal and dual optimal
solutions tQu and tµ,Xu:
pµρ´XqQ “ σQ (16)
TrrQρs “ ǫ (17)
QX “ X (18)
from which we can infer that rQ,Xs “ 0, as well as the fact that the positive part of pµρ´ σq
is in the eigenspace of Q with eigenvalue 1.
Further properties include:
Proposition 3.1 (Positivity). For any ρ, σ P SpHq,
DǫHpρ||σq ě 0, (19)
with equality if ρ “ σ.
Proof. Positivity follows immediately from the definition ofDǫH by choosingQ “ ǫI. Equality
is achieved if ρ “ σ because 1
ǫ
minTrpQρqěǫTrpQρq “ 1.
Note that DǫH pρ}σq “ 0 does not generally imply ρ “ σ: for example, consider the case
where ǫ “ 1 and where ρ and σ have same support.
The following property relates the hypothesis testing relative entropy to the Trace Dis-
tance. Both the proposition and its proof are due to Marco Tomamichel [56].
Proposition 3.2 (Relation to trace distance). For any ρ, σ P SpHq, 0 ă ǫ ă 1 and δ “ Dpρ, σq
the trace distance between ρ and σ,
log
ǫ
ǫ´ p1´ ǫqδ ď D
ǫ
Hpρ||σq ď log
ǫ
ǫ´ δ . (20)
In particular, we have the Pinsker-like inequality 1´ǫ
ǫ
¨ Dpρ, σq ď DǫHpρ||σq. Furthermore, the
proposition implies that for 0 ă ǫ ă 1, DǫHpρ||σq “ 0 if and only if ρ “ σ, inheriting this property
from the trace distance.
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Proof. The trace distance can be written as
Dpρ, σq “ max
0ďQď1
TrpQpρ´ σqq “ Trptρ ą σupρ´ σqq, (21)
where tρ ą σu denotes the projector onto the positive part of pρ ´ σq. We thus immediately
have that TrpQpρ´ σqq ď δ “ Dpρ, σq for all 0 ď Q ď I, and so TrpQσq ě TrpQρq ´ δ ě ǫ´ δ
forQ the optimal choice inDǫHpρ||σq. This directly implies that 2´D
ǫ
H pρ||σq ě ǫ´δ
ǫ
. This proves
the upper bound.
For the lower bound, we may choose 0 ď Q˜ ď I as
Q˜ “ pǫ´ µqI` p1´ ǫ` µqtρ ą σu, where µ “ p1´ ǫqTrptρ ą σuρq
1´Trptρ ą σuρq . (22)
Hence, µ “ p1´ ǫ` µqTrpρtρ ą σuq and thus
TrpQ˜ρq “ pǫ´ µq ` p1´ ǫ` µqTrpρtρ ą σuq “ ǫ. (23)
Moreover,
TrpQ˜σq “ ǫ´ µ` p1´ ǫ` µqTrptρ ą σuσq “ ǫ´ p1´ ǫqδ
1´ Trptρ ą σuρq ď ǫ´ p1´ ǫqδ. (24)
Hence, DǫHpρ||σq ě log ǫǫ´p1´ǫqδ . For the Pinsker-like inequality, observe that log ǫǫ´p1´ǫqδ “
´ logp1´ p1´ǫqδ
ǫ
q ě δ 1´ǫ
ǫ
.
Proposition 3.3 (Data Processing Inequality (DPI)). For any completely positive, trace non-
increasing map E ,
DǫHpρ||σq ě DǫHpEpρq||Epσqq. (25)
Proof. For a proof of this DPI, see [38].
Proposition 3.4 (Asymptotic Equipartition Property). Let
Dpρ||σq “ Trrρplog ρ´ log σqs
be the relative entropy between ρ and σ[41]. Then, for any 0 ă ǫ ă 1,
lim
nÑ8
1
n
DǫHpρbn||σbnq “ Dpρ||σq. (26)
Proof. From Stein’s lemma[3, 57] it immediately follows that
lim
nÑ8
1
n
DǫHpρbn||σbnq “ lim
nÑ8´
1
n
log min 1
ǫ
TrtσbnQu, (27)
“ Dpρ||σq ´ lim
nÑ8
1
n
`
log 1
ǫ
˘
(28)
“ Dpρ||σq, (29)
where the minimum is taken over 0 ď Q ď 1 such that TrQρ ě ǫ.
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3.3.2 Properties ofHǫH
Proposition 3.5 (Bounds). For ρAB an arbitrary normalized quantum state and ρXB a classical-
quantum state,
´ log |A| ďHǫHpA|Bqρ ď log |A|, (30)
0 ďHǫHpX|Bqρ ď log |X|. (31)
For classical-quantum states,HǫHpX|Bq “ 0 ifX is completely determined byB (so thatTrpρxBρx
1
B q “
0 for any x1 ‰ x), and the entropy is maximal if X is completely mixed and independent of B (i.e.
ρXB “ 1|X|IX b ρB).
Proof. Start with the upper bound onHǫH , and choose ǫI as a feasible Q:
2H
ǫ
H pA|Bqρ “ min
TrrQABρABsěǫ
1
ǫ
TrrQABIA b ρBs (32)
ď 1
ǫ
TrrǫIABIA b ρBs (33)
“ |A|. (34)
For the lower bound we use the inequality |A|IA b ρB ě ρAB, which holds for arbitrary
quantum states ρAB. To establish this inequality, define the superoperator E as Epρq “
1
d2
ř
j,kpU jV kqρpU jV kq:. Here, d “ dimpHq while U and V are unitary operators defined
by |jy “ |j ` 1y and V |ky “ ωk |ky, for an orthonormal basis set t|jyud´1j“0 , ω “ e2πi{d, and
where arithmetic inside the ket is taken modulo d. (The operators U and V are often called
the discrete Weyl-Heisenberg operators, as they generate a discrete projective representation
of the Heisenberg algebra.) Then it is easy to work out that EbIrρABs “ 1|A|IAbρB, which by
the form of E implies the sought-after inequality. Then, for the optimal QAB in H
ǫ
HpA|Bqρ,
2H
ǫ
H pA|Bqρ “ 1
ǫ
TrrQAB IA b ρBs (35)
ě 1
ǫ|A| TrrQABρABs (36)
ě 1|A| . (37)
Classical-quantum states ρXB obey IX b ρB ě ρXB , as
ř
x1 px1ρ
x1
B ě pxρxB for all x. This
implies HǫHpX|Bqρ ě 0 by the same argument.
That the extremal cases are reached for the described cases follows immediately from the
respective definitions of ρXB and H
ǫ
H .
Similarly toDǫH ,H
ǫ
H also satisfies a data processing inequality
6.
Proposition 3.6 (Data Processing Inequality). For any ρAB P SpHABq, let E : A Ñ A1 be a
sub-unital TP-CPM, and F : B Ñ B1 be a TP-CPM. Then, for τA1B1 “ E ˝FpρABq,
HǫHpA|Bqρ ď HǫHpA1|B1qτ (38)
6This proof is adapted from the DPI proof for a differently definedHǫ in Tomamichel and Hayashi [39].
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Proof. Let tµ,XABu be dual-optimal for HǫHpA|Bqρ. Starting from µρAB ď IA b ρB ` XAB
and applying E ˝ F to both sides of the inequality yields:
µτAB ď EpIAq b τB1 ` E ˝FpXABq ď IA1 b τB1 ` E ˝ FpXABq. (39)
Hence, tµ, E˝FpXABqu is dual feasible forHǫHpA1|B1qτ and 2H
ǫ
H pA1|B1qτ ě µ´TrpE˝FpXABq{ǫq “
2H
ǫ
H pA|Bqρ .
Proposition 3.7 (Asymptotic Equipartition Property). For any 0 ă ǫ ă 1, it holds that
lim
nÑ8
1
n
HǫHpAn|Bnqρbn “ HpA|Bqρ, (40)
where HpA|Bq refers to the conditional von Neumann entropy.
Proof. Using the asymptotic property ofDǫH derived from Stein’s lemma above, we can show
forHǫHpA|Bq:
lim
nÑ8
1
n
pHǫHpAbn|Bbnqρq “ lim
nÑ8
1
n
p´DǫHpρbn||pIA b ρBqbnqq (41)
“ ´DpρAB ||IA b ρBq (42)
“ ´Tr ρABplog ρAB ´ log IA b ρBq (43)
“ HpABq ´ TrpρB log ρBq (44)
“ HpABq ´HpBq (45)
“ HpA|Bq. (46)
4 Relation to (relative) min- and max-entropies
The following propositions relate the new quantities to smooth entropies. This guarantees
an operational significance for DǫH and H
ǫ
H (see Section 1.1).
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Proposition 4.1. Let ρ P SpHABq, σ P PpHABq and 0 ă ǫ ď 1. Then,
D
?
2ǫ
maxpρ||σq ď DǫHpρ||σq ď Dmaxpρ||σq (47)
H
?
2ǫ
min
pA|Bqρ ě HǫHpA|Bqρ ě HminpA|Bqρ|ρ (48)
Proof. The upper bound for DǫH follows immediately from the fact that µ “ 2´Dmaxpρ||σq and
X “ 0 are feasible for 2´DǫH pρ||σq in the dual formulation. For the lower bound, let µ and X
be dual-optimal for 2´DǫH pρ||σq. Now define G :“ σ1{2pσ `Xq´1{2 and let ρ˜ :“ GρG:. It thus
follows that µρ˜ ď σ, and hence 2´Dmaxpρ˜||σq ě µ. Since TrrXs ě 0, it holds that µ ě 2´DǫH pρ||σq,
which implies that 2´DǫH pρ||σq ď 2´Dmaxpρ˜||σq.
It is now left to prove that the purified distance between ρ˜ and ρ does not exceed
?
2ǫ:
For this we employ LemmaA.4, fromwhich we obtain the upper bound
b
2
µ
TrrXs. Together
with 0 ď ǫµ´ TrrXs, this implies that P pρ, ρ˜q ď ?2ǫ, which concludes the proof.
7Note that the lower bound onDH in (47) is similar to Lemma 17 of [58].
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These bounds can now be rewritten to relateHǫH toH
ǫ
min
. We have
H
?
2ǫ
min
pA|Bqρ ě ´D
?
2ǫ
maxpρAB||IA b ρBq ě ´DǫHpρAB ||IA b ρBq “ HǫHpA|Bqρ. (49)
In the other direction we find:
HǫHpA|Bqρ “ ´DǫHpρAB ||IA b ρBq ě ´DmaxpρAB||IA b ρBq :“ HminpA|Bqρ|ρ. (50)
Proposition 4.2. Let ρ P SpHq and σ P PpHq have intersecting support, and 0 ă ǫ ď 1. Then,
Dminpρ||σq ´ log 1
ǫ2
ď D1´ǫH pρ||σq ď D
?
2ǫ
min
pρ||σq ´ log 1p1´ ǫq (51)
HmaxpA|Bqρ ` log 1
ǫ2
ě Hp1´ǫqH pA|Bqρ (52)
Proof. Webegin with the lower bound forD1´ǫH . Let µ, Q, and X be optimal for the primal and
dual programs for 2´D
1´ǫ
H pρ||σq and define QK :“ 1 ´ Q. Complementary slackness implies
TrrQKρs “ ǫ, QX “ X and Qpµρ´ σ ´Xq “ 0. Thus,
Qpµρ´ σ ´Xq “ Qpµρ´ σq ´X, (53)
meaning Qpµρ ´ σq is hermitian and positive semidefinite. This implies that QKpµρ ´ σq is
also hermitian andQKpµρ´σq ď 0. SinceQ`QK “ I, this gives a decomposition of pµρ´σq
into positive and negative parts, and thus |µρ´ σ| “ Qpµρ´ σq ´QKpµρ´ σq. We can now
proceed:
2´
1
2
Dminpρ||σq “ ››?ρ?σ››
1
(54)
“ 1?
µ
››?µρ?σ››
1
(55)
ě 1
2
?
µ
Trrµρ` σ ´ |µρ´ σ|s (56)
“ 1
2
?
µ
Trrµρ` σ ´Qpµρ´ σq `QKpµρ´ σqs (57)
“ 1?
µ
TrrQσ ` µQKρs (58)
ě ?µTrrQKρs (59)
“ ?µǫ (60)
ě ǫ
a
µ´ TrrXs{p1 ´ ǫq (61)
“ ǫ2´ 12D1´ǫH pρ||σq. (62)
We have used that ||?A?B||1 ě TrrA ` B ´ |A ´ B|s{2 for positive semidefinite A, B (a
variation of the trace distance bound on the fidelity; see Lemma A.2.6 of [8]).
Now we prove the upper bound. Let Q be primal-optimal for 2´D
1´ǫ
H pρ||σq, define ρ˜ :“
Q
1
2 ρQ
1
2 , and let ρAB be an arbitrary purification of ρA. Conjugating both sides of ρAB ď I by
Q
1
2 , we obtain ρ˜AB ď QA b IB .
12
The square of the fidelity between two subnormalized states ζ and η can be written also
in terms of an SDP, with ζAB an arbitrary purification of ζA [48, Corollary 7]:
8
PRIMAL
maximize
subj. to
TrrζABXABs
TrBrXABs “ ηA
XAB ě 0
DUAL
minimize
subj. to
TrrZηs
ζAB ď ZA b IB
Z ě 0
Hence, we see that Q is a feasible ZA in the SDP for
››?ρ˜?σ››2
1
. Hence,
2´Dminpρ˜||σq “
›››aρ˜?σ›››2
1
(63)
ď TrrQσs (64)
“ p1´ ǫq2´Dp1´ǫqH pρ||σq, (65)
and soDminpρ˜||σq ě Dp1´ǫqH pρ||σq ` log 11´ǫ .
From complementary slackness we get that TrrQρs “ 1´ ǫ. Using Lemma A.3 we obtain
P pρ˜, ρq ďa1´ TrrQρs2 ď ?2ǫ, and the first part of the proposition follows.
Rewriting this forHmax and H
p1´ǫq
H yields:
HmaxpA|Bqρ ě HmaxpA|Bqρ|ρ (66)
“ ´DminpρAB ||IA b ρBq (67)
ě ´D1´ǫH pρAB ||IA b ρBq ´ log
1
ǫ2
(68)
“ Hp1´ǫqH pA|Bqρ ´ log
1
ǫ2
(69)
5 Decomposition of Hypothesis Tests & Entropic Chain Rules
In this section we prove a bound on hypothesis testing between arbitrary states ρ and states
σ invariant under a group action, in terms of hypothesis tests between ρ and its group sym-
metrized version ξ and ξ and σ. This bound yields a chain rule for the hypothesis testing
entropy. For a group G and unitary representation Ug, let EGpρq “ 1|G|
ř
gPG UgρU
:
g , which is
a quantum operation. (For simplicity of presentation we assume the group is finite, but the
argument applies to continuous groups as well.)
8Note that this formulation can be brought into the standard form defined in Section 2.2 by negating the
objective functions and interchanging minimization with maximization.
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Proposition 5.1. For any ρ, σ P SpHq and group G such that σ “ EGpσq, let ξ “ EGpρq. Then, for
ǫ, ǫ1 ą 0,
Dǫ`
?
2ǫ1
H pρ||σq ď DǫHpρ||ξq `Dǫ
1
Hpξ||σq ` log
ǫ`?2ǫ1
ǫ
. (70)
Proof. Let µ1 andX1 be optimal in the dual program ofD
ǫ
Hpρ||ξq and, similarly, µ2 andX2 be
optimal in Dǫ
1
Hpξ||σq. Thus, µ1ρ ď ξ `X1 and µ2ξ ď σ `X2. Observe that X2 can be chosen
G-invariant without loss of generality, since µ2ξ ď σ ` EGpX2q and TrrX2s “ TrrEGpX2qs.
Chaining the inequalities gives
µ1µ2ρ ď σ `X2 ` µ2X1. (71)
Next, define T “ σ 12 pσ `X2q´ 12 and conjugate both sides of the above by T . This gives
µ1µ2TρT
: ď σ ` µ2TX1T :. (72)
Thus, the pair µ1µ2, µ2TX1T
: is feasible forDǫHpTρT :||σq. Since T is a contraction (TT : ď I),
we can proceed as follows:
2´D
ǫ
H pTρT :||σq ě µ1µ2 ´ µ2TrrTX1T
:s
ǫ
(73)
ě µ1µ2 ´ µ2TrX1
ǫ
(74)
“ µ22´DǫH pρ||ξq (75)
ě 2´Dǫ
1
H pξ||σq2´D
ε
H pρ||ξq. (76)
Now we show that P pρ, TρT :q ď ?2ǫ1, in order to invoke Lemma A.2. Let the isometry
V : HA Ñ HA bHR be a Stinespring dilation of EG, so that ξAR “ VAÑARρAV :AÑAR “
1
|G|
ř
g,g1PG UgρU
:
g1 b |gy xg1|. The state ξAR is an extension of ξA since ξA “ TrRrξARs. Clearly
TAξART
:
A is an extension of TξT
:. We now apply Lemma A.4 to the inequality ξ ď σ{µ2 `
X2{µ2, noting that the contraction in the lemma is just the operator T , to find
P pξ¯AR, TAξ¯ART :Aq ď
d
TrrX2s
µ2
ˆ
2´ TrrX2s
µ2
˙
(77)
ď
?
2ǫ1. (78)
This entails that
P pρ, TρT :q “ P pV ρAV :, V TρT :V :q (79)
“ P pV ρAV :, TV ρV :T :q (80)
“ P pξ¯AR, TAξ¯ART :Aq (81)
ď
?
2ǫ1, (82)
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where we have used the fact that TA commutes with VAR. This then implies that
1
2
||ρ ´
TρT :||1 ď
?
2ǫ1. Lemma A.2 and (76) then yields the proposition:
Dǫ`
?
2ǫ1
H pρ||σq ` log
ǫ
ǫ`?2ǫ1 ď D
ǫ
HpTρT :||σq (83)
ď DǫHpρ||ξq `Dǫ
1
Hpξ||σq. (84)
Corollary 5.1 (Chain rule forHǫH ). Let ρABC P SpHq be an arbitrary normalized state, and ǫ, ǫ1 ą
0. Then,
Hǫ`
?
8ǫ1
H pAB|Cqρ ě HǫpA|BCqρ `Hǫ
1pB|Cqρ ´ log ǫ`
?
2ǫ1
ǫ
. (85)
Proof. LetG be theWeyl-Heisenberg group representation (as in the proof of Prop 3.5) acting
on A, for which EGpρABCq “ πA b ρBC , where πA “ I{dimpHAq. Applied to the hypothesis
test between ρABC and πAB b ρC , we find
Dǫ`
?
8ǫ1
H pρABC ||πAB b ρCq
ď DǫHpρABC ||πA b ρBCq `Dǫ
1
HpπA b ρBC ||πAB b ρCq ` log
ǫ`?2ǫ1
ǫ
(86)
ď DǫHpρABC ||πA b ρBCq `Dǫ
1
HpρBC ||πB b ρCq ` log
ǫ`?2ǫ1
ǫ
. (87)
AsHǫHpA|Bqσ “ log dA ´DǫHpσAB||πA b σBq, this is equivalent to the desired result.
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A Useful Lemmas
Lemma A.1. For ρ, σ P SďpHq,
max
0ďPďI
TrrP pρ´ σqs “ Dpρ, σq . (88)
Proof. The proof proceeds, as in [43, 9.22], by showing the lefthand side is both bounded
below and above by the righthand side. Suppose Trρ ě Trσ, otherwise interchange the
states. Since ρ´ σ is Hermitian, we may write ρ´ σ “ A´B for A “ tρ´ σu`, the positive
part of ρ´ σ and B “ tρ´ σu´ the nonpositive part. Since A and B have disjoint supports,
we have }ρ´ σ}
1
“ TrA` TrB and TrA´ TrB “ Trρ´ Trσ “ |Trρ´ Trσ|. Then, for Q the
projector onto the support of A,
TrrQpρ´ σqs “ TrrQpA´Bqs (89)
“ TrrAs (90)
“ 1
2
||ρ´ σ||1 ` 12 |Trρ´ Trσ| . (91)
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Since Q is a feasible P in the statement of the lemma, this establishes the lower bound. The
upper bound follows since, for any feasible P ,
TrrP pρ´ σqs “ TrrP pA´Bqs (92)
ď TrrPAs (93)
ď TrrAs, (94)
which is the upper bound.
Lemma A.2. Let ρ, ρ˜ P SďpHq be such that Dpρ, ρ˜q ď δ for some δ ě 0. Then, for any σ P PpHq,
Dǫ`δH pρ||σq ` log
ǫ
ǫ` δ ď D
ǫ
Hpρ˜||σq. (95)
Proof. Let Q be primal-optimal for Dǫ`δH pρ||σq. It follows from Lemma A.1 that
δ ě max
0ďPďI
TrrP pρ´ ρ˜qs (96)
ě TrrQρs ´ TrrQρ˜s (97)
“ ǫ` δ ´ TrrQρ˜s (98)
Hence, TrrQρ˜s ě ǫ and Q is primal-feasible forDǫHpρ˜||σq, yielding a bound of
2´D
ǫ
H pρ˜||σq ď 1
ǫ
TrrQσs (99)
“ ǫ` δ
ǫ
2´D
ǫ`δ
H pρ||σq, (100)
which proves the lemma.
Lemma A.3 (Lemma 7, Berta et al.[59]). For any ρ P SďpHq, and for any nonnegative operator
Π ď I,
P pρ,ΠρΠq ď 1?
Tr ρ
a
pTr ρq2 ´ pTrpΠ2ρqq2 (101)
Proof. Since ||?ρ?ΠρΠ||1 “ Tr
ap?ρΠ?ρqp?ρΠ?ρq “ TrpΠρq, we can write the generalized
fidelity as
F¯ pρ,ΠρΠq “ TrpΠρq `
a
p1´ Tr ρqp1´ TrpΠ2ρqq. (102)
For simplicity, introduce the following abbreviations: r “ Tr ρ, s “ TrpΠρq and t “ TrpΠ2ρq.
As ρ ď 1 and Π ď 1 trivially 0 ď t ď s ď r ď 1. In terms of these variables, we now have that
1´ F¯ pρ,ΠρΠq2 “ r ` t´ rt´ s2 ´ 2s
a
p1´ rqp1´ tq. (103)
Since P pρ,ΠρΠq “
a
1´ F¯ pρ,ΠρΠq2, it is sufficient to show that rp1´F¯ pρ,ΠρΠq2q´r2`t2 ď
16
0. This we can establish:
rp1´ F¯ pρ,ΠρΠq2q ´ r2 ` t2 “ rpr ` t´ rt´ s2 ´ 2s
a
p1´ rqp1´ tqq ´ r2 ` t2 (104)
ď rpr ` t´ rt´ s2 ´ 2sp1´ rqq ´ r2 ` t2 (105)
“ rt´ r2t` t2 ´ 2rs` 2r2s´ rs2 (106)
ď rt´ r2t` t2 ´ 2rs` 2r2s´ rt2 (107)
“ p1´ rqpt2 ` rt´ 2rsq (108)
ď p1´ rqps2 ` rs´ 2rsq (109)
“ p1´ rqsps´ rq (110)
ď 0 (111)
and the lemma follows.
Lemma A.4 (Lemma 15, Tomamichel et al.[60]; Lemma 6.1 [61]). Let ρ P SpHq, σ P PpHq,
ρ ď σ`∆, and G :“ σ 12 pσ`∆q´ 12 , where the inverse is taken on the support of σ. Furthermore, let
|ψy P SpH bHq be a purification of ρ. Then,
P pψ, pG b IqψpG: b Iqq ď
a
Tr∆p2´ Tr∆q. (112)
Proof. Let |ψ〉 P SpH bHq be a purification of ρ. Then, pG b Iq |ψ〉 is a purification of GρG:,
and with the help of Uhlmann’s theorem we can bound the fidelity:
F pψ, pG b IqψpG: b Iqq “ | 〈ψ|Gb I |ψ〉 | (113)
ě RtTrpGρqu “ TrpG¯ρq, (114)
with G¯ :“ 1
2
pG ` G:q. Since G is a contraction9, ||G|| ď 1. Also, ||G¯|| ď 1 by the triangle
inequality and thus TrpG¯ρABq ď 1. Furthermore,
1´TrpG¯ρq “ TrppI´ G¯qρq (115)
ď Trpσ `∆q ´ TrpG¯pσ `∆qq (116)
“ Trpσ `∆q ´ Trppσ `∆q 12 pσq 12 q (117)
ď Trp∆q, (118)
where we have used ρ ď σ `∆ and?σ `∆ ě ?σ. Then we find
P pψ, pG b IqψpG: b Iqq “
b
1´ F pψ, pG b IqψpG: b Iqq2 (119)
ď
a
1´ p1´Trp∆q2q (120)
“
a
Tr∆p2´Tr∆q. (121)
9One can see this by conjugating both sides of σ ď σ `∆ by pσ `∆q´1{2, which gives G:G ď 1
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